
 

 

OTCFin Nominated Best Solution for Buy-Side Regulatory Compliance at 
the RegTech Insight Europe Awards 2022 
  
  
New York, USA/Barcelona, Spain — May 26, 2022—: OTCFin is proud to announce winning 
the 2022 RegTech Insight Europe Awards award for Best Solution for Buy-Side 
Regulatory Compliance. The annual RegTech Insight Awards Europe recognizes both 
established solution providers and innovative newcomers, seeking to herald and highlight 
RegTech solutions that, throughout the year, have successfully improved firms’ ability to 
effectively respond to the evolving and ever more complex regulatory requirements across the 
global financial services industry. 
  
For the last decade, OTCFin has helped its global buy-side clients overcome data 
management and calculation challenges of producing regulatory reports, both for their own 
compliance as well as to respond to regulatory reporting requirements of their institutional 
clients. OTCFin’s proprietary EDM regulatory and risk reporting platform, PATOne, together 
with OTCFin’s team of regulatory reporting experts, helps automate data and calculation 
processes required to centralize all required reference, market, and analytical data. This 
enables its clients to have a comprehensive view of their portfolios, including market, credit, 
liquidity risks, and performance measurement across all asset classes and facilitates 
automated regulatory reporting. PATOne coverage includes regulations such as PRIIPs, Basel-
related reports, Solvency II, AIFMD, Form PF, and MMFR. 
  
“Having been named Best Solution for Buy-Side Regulatory Compliance, OTCFin is 
delighted that its clients supported and voted them as a trusted solution, and will continue to 
strive to provide first-class, high-quality solutions with exceptional customer service.” 
– Joseph Ohayon, Managing Director of OTCFin 
  

  
 
About OTCFin 
Since its inception over 30 years ago, OTCFin has specialized in providing financial data 
management, risk, and regulatory reporting solutions and services. With roots in enterprise-
wide risk and data management technology consultancy, OTCFin is intimately familiar with the 
various facets of implementing an effective centralized data repository to support the analysis 
and reporting needs of risk and investment managers. Headquartered in New York, with a 
presence in Barcelona, New Delhi, and Paris, OTCFin has been privileged to work with major 
global financial institutions, asset managers, pension funds and hedge funds/fund of funds. 
Find out more by visiting https://www.otcfin.com/      
 


